Army-Frequently Asked Questions

Question: Can the General Officer’s Spouse have me cook and serve a lunch or dinner for the Family Readiness Group if held at the GO’s quarters?

Despite the fact that Army regulations authorize logistical support to Family Readiness groups, use of the General Officer’s aides to assist the general’s spouse with organizational chores is inappropriate. The aides’ statutory duties are to assist with the general officer’s military and official duties, rather than that officer’s spouse’s “official” obligation.

Question: What do I need to do to apply to be an enlisted aide?

You will need to contact the EA PDNCO at HRC. You need to provide a DA Form 4187 signed by your commander, mark the “Other” box, and in the remarks section add the statement, “I hereby volunteer to serve as an enlisted aide on the personal staff of a general officer. I have read and understand the provisions of AR 614-200, chapter 8-12.” You will need to provide the EA PDNCO with the following: letters of recommendation, 1-2 page resume and POC information.

Question: Do you have an EA application packet or resume? I am thinking of applying for an EA position and I want my packet to be the best it can be.

We have a standard resume that we use in a packet for General Officers to use for a “first look.” Send an email to the EA PDNCO at HRC and they will send you the format.

Question: How do I get the Z5 ASI on my ERB? How does a Soldier apply for the Z5 identifier? What are the requirements for awarding the Z5 identifier? Is there a minimum length of time that a Soldier must serve in the position?

Your EA PDNCO is solely responsible for your assignments within the Enlisted Aide program. That includes assignment to all schools and the assignment of the Z5 ASI. Per DA PAM 611–21 • 22 January 2007 PERSCOM (HRC) is the only authority authorized to assign the Z5 ASI. To explore this further we have added the requirement.

Question: Per MTOE, our Corps is authorized 11 92Gs with the Z5 ASI. However, GOMO states that only 3 positions are authorized to serve as Enlisted Aides. Are Soldiers who serve in the other “office/protocol” positions still able to earn the Z5?

DA PAM 611–21 • 31 March 1999 states under “Qualifications” that a prospective candidate must, “serve successfully in an authorized Enlisted Aide position to a general officer.” Protocol and VIP quarters positions are not recognized in the Standards of Grade breakdown in DA PAM 611-21. Based on the authorizations provided by GOMO, there are no enlisted aide positions that do not coincide with one of the 78 Army General Officer billets.